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I’m going to make this place your home…
What does that promise mean? Why is it important and how do we do it? How do we make this

place a home, and for who? Let’s start with: What is a home? I asked this question of the 26 

Hogwarts students and staff I had the intense pleasure of spending the last week with. For 

those of you who don’t know—we turned our Unitarian campus into Hogwarts School of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry during the past week and we very much made this place home to 22 

young witches and wizards. One thing that I observed between Unitarian Hogwarts and my own

home is that: Home is Messy. Beyond that though home is a place where we all care about both

the place and each other. We’re invested in it. We challenge, argue, and comfort each other. 

We sing, play, and create together.  We belong.

I asked our Hogwarts students what makes a place feel like home to them and they answered: 

my parents, where my pets are, my bed, pajamas, comforts such as books, TV, charging 

stations, food, and free bananas. As well they said home is kindness, comfy cozy, familiar, a 

place to calm down, it has a space to be alone in, and home is safe – no kidnappers. These same

themes are echoed in many internet conversations, blogs, and articles about what makes a 

home. Again, and again I read home is: comfort, safety, peace, ease, familiarity, a place you are 

free to be yourself, free of pressure. 

Along with all these feelings comes the physical place we live and call home. That place defines 

whether all these feelings can be realized. We are not all privileged to have a home that is safe 



or full of comforts, maybe not always a home with kindness or respect. Those of us who are 

renting from private owners in metro-Vancouver are not housing secure—the physical 

structure and location of our home is dependent upon the will of the owner to continue 

renting. Renting in this country is second best to homeownership—something you do only 

when you’re young or in transition. Long-term renting becomes a mark of having less than the 

ideal. But that reality is specific to this place. It is defined by the culture and institutions around 

us—not by an ultimate truth that owning your own home is a defining mark of a successful life. 

Germany notably has a favorable rental culture. Steven mentioned it to me once and I’ve since 

found several news stories about it. Purpose rental housing was built out of need after World 

War II and supported by government policies that address the needs of both renters to have 

stable, well-kept housing and of landlords to have reliable income and profit. Today only 46% of

Germans own the home they live in compared to 69% in Canada. Only rare circumstances force 

a tenant out, and people from across the income spectrum choose to rent because it’s a nice 

way to live in Germany.

 Our physical surroundings and the people that make up our home, community, and culture 

shape who we are—just as we bring ourselves to that place, we are shaped by it. I have lived in 

thirteen different U.S. states from coast to coast, Midwest and Alaska, and two different 

countries. I’ve called eight of those places home over the years and I have a lot of difficulty 

answering the question “where are you from?” Being from a place implies something of who 

you are, and I have found that I am not exactly the same person in each of these places. I am 

fascinated by research in behavioral and environmental science that confirms place affects who

we are, it is part of us. 



Memories, even physiology, are cued by the physical environment. Connections made in one 

place can be isolated from those of another. We have a physiologic and neurologic connection 

to Place. This is why a person struggling with alcoholism may experience withdrawal symptoms 

walking by a bar they used to frequent. The place triggers a physiologic reaction because their 

body expects a drink—triggering that sense of need. 

I have found that certain of my memories are faded or inaccessible, even gone unless I am with 

the people or in the place of their creation. I spent the first five days in August at my 

grandmother’s house in Lincoln, Nebraska preparing for her Memorial Celebration of Life. I 

have never personally lived in Lincoln, but my grandmother’s house has been the center of our 

family gatherings for 34 years and it is certainly the container for many of my memories. Now it 

is sold, waiting to be cleared out, but my brother and I had our families there for the weekend 

and her home remained the hub of the family. Sharing stories and memories, family and home. 

A significant portion of myself is connected to that place. Returning to Vancouver is like 

returning to a different self—because no one here knows that part of me. Stories of my 

amazing grandmother who ran PFLAG and AIDS support hotlines from her home and couch 

surfed all over the world in her 70’s and 80’s are now a part of my story to share.

Living in many different places over a lifetime—either by necessity, opportunity, or choice—is a 

common experience in western middle-class culture. I have certainly taken it for granted and I 

am in wonder of those who live where they grew up, or even in the same place where their 

parents and grandparents grew up or the land on which their ancestors are from. Living ten 

years in Kentucky brought familiarity with farmer, philosopher Wendell Berry. He lived the next 

county over from us and his writings speak eloquently about the joy and fulfillment of 



connection to place—the ability to deeply know and see where you are. I feel an ache for that 

kind of knowing. Wendell Berry was able to leave behind a roaming life and return to his family 

farm in Kentucky. His literary colleagues in New York said he was ruining himself—I think the 

body of work he has created from his farm with no computer, smart phone, or answering 

machine tells us otherwise. He was able to do that because he had a place to go back to. What 

if you don’t? What if moving is ingrained in your family for generations, or you’ve immigrated 

because your home is no longer safe and returning is not an option?

That brings me to our second question: why is a sense of home important? Because we are 

human. We are social animals and we have a need to belong and be connected. Disconnection 

and isolation lead to anxiety and depression. How can one care deeply about life living 

disconnected from place or people? Brene Brown, researcher and author, defines belonging as 

“the innate human desire to be part of something larger than us.”

That sense of something larger starts with family—as our Hogwarts students defined home; 

Parents were front and center. Finding belonging outside of our family unit is a driving force 

that begins with adolescence and continues throughout our lives. What does it mean to 

belong? Our Hogwarts students told me that ‘belonging is a sense of connection to people, a 

sense of giving and appreciation.’’’ Belonging comes with friends’, ‘with parents’, ‘with otters 

and other creatures that aren’t pets.’ ‘Belonging is when people are like me and its easy to be 

myself, easy to make friends.’ ‘You know you belong when people know you and you like them.’

‘Kindness and respect make me feel like I belong.’ ‘The best is when we have enough freedom 

to create our own thing, but not so much freedom to go crazy.’ Freedom within limits. 



Brene Brown’s book Braving the Wilderness shares her research into belonging and 

distinguishes it from ‘fitting in.’ The difference she identifies is that “fitting in is about assessing 

a situation and becoming who you need to be to be accepted. Belonging, on the other hand, 

doesn’t require us to change who we are; it requires us to be who we are.” In her research she 

asked students to describe the difference and one 12-year-old insightfully noted that “I get to 

be me if I belong. I have to be like you to fit in.” What’s more, Brown goes on to say that those  

“who have the deepest sense of true belonging are people who also have the courage to stand 

alone when called to do that. They are willing to maintain their integrity and risk disconnection 

in order to stand up for what they believe in.”  The solution to superficial community as she 

sees it is to focus on what connects us as humans. 

Connection, belonging these words are in the news a lot—corporations and employers are 

reading up on how connection and belonging in the workplace makes employees more 

effective, happy, and efficient. Every week I come across at least one news story about how 

people are more and more isolated with the rise of technology that is meant to connect us—

smart phones and social media are the top contenders for connection tools that when over-

relied on seem to correspond to lower self-worth, depression, and feelings of isolation. 

During those five days at my grandmother’s house I had a few boxes of my belongings stored in 

her attic to go through. Two of them were boxes of letters from my childhood all the way 

through college.  Reading back through those letters I was struck by the richness of what was 

shared. Letters rich in thought and emotion and story—nothing like an email, let alone a social 

media post. I spent a lot of time writing letters to keep connected to loved ones and friends 

who lived far away. What strikes me is that connection takes time and time often feels like a 



scare commodity. But leaving behind that scarcity thinking there is always now. Our personal 

time is finite, but we can be mindful of how we spend it, we can work to make what we do with 

our time more of a conscious choice. We can choose to make connections; we can choose to be

in relationship with people. 

A sense of Home is important because when we are at home, we know we belong. “Know 

you’re not alone, I’m going to make this place your home.” It is a promise of belonging and of 

connection. At home we belong, we do not just fit in. We will have conflict, but in a healthy 

home we respect each other, we listen and hear each other. We care enough about our home 

and are secure enough in our belonging to work through the conflict, seek repair when needed 

and grow. 

How do we create that here for each other? How do we make this place home? As a welcoming

congregation we say our doors are open to all. So how do we who are inside these walls make it

a place where anyone drawn to our theology and principles can belong and not just fit in? We 

can start by looking for what connects us as humans. We must make space for people to share 

their stories, connection spaces and opportunities to share a bit of ourselves with each other. 

There was an analysis of studies about community done in 1986 by David McMillan and David 

Chavis. They found four factors consistently show up as attributes we all look for in good 

community. 

 Membership—that feeling that part of us is invested in the community, that we have a 

right to belong and feel welcome



 Influence—that sense that we have some say in the community issues that affect us and

that our perspectives are appreciated and respected

 Integration and fulfillment of needs—having numerous opportunities for both 

individual and social fulfillment. Meeting the needs of ‘whole person’ in all our roles

 Shared emotional connection—based in part of shared history or sense of community 

and quality of interactions within the community

Membership—investment and belonging in the community, influence—having a say, and 

shared emotional connection—quality interactions. 

 With that in mind I want to draw your attention to the children and youth of this congregation. 

There are 25 young people who come here every month for the past number of years. 15 of 

whom come most Sundays, 12 of whom almost never miss a Messy Church. 60 others, on 

average, come through our doors as visitors every year. These 25 young people who come 

regularly, they own this place. They know it inside and out, they know each other. I have seen 

friendships grown, change, and deepen over the years. These children have sat with each other 

in deep loss as well as goofy fun. They’ve fought, cried, laughed, driven each other and their 

teachers up a few walls, and they keep coming back. These are 25 people worth getting to 

know because they already know this church is theirs. They are a vibrant, creative, insightful 

community and I think we need more connections between the larger adult community and our

young people that we are here to nurture. Reach out, look for opportunities. Take me up on 

opportunities. We are the family. Grandparents, parents, aunties, and uncles. 



I would like all the adults who aren’t connected to a child here to know that these children feel 

strongly about this place. It’s in their landscape, it’s a part of who they are, and they need to 

see themselves continually reflected in this place and in the adults. They need to be seen and 

heard, welcomed, valued and respected and invited to call this place home, they need to have 

influence. How can we adult members of this congregation honour this belonging and foster it? 

By making connections and taking time to come out of our comfort zone and come to where 

the young people are. Dare to be uncomfortable. 

People all over Vancouver are looking for connections—looking for a place to belong and they 

want it to be tangible. The reason I am here is because this religion of ours—Unitarian 

Universalism—is my home. ‘Is there a Unitarian church’ is a question I’ve explored every time 

I’ve moved. I don’t think it’s perfect, but I love this faith, it’s one I have taken the time to grow 

with and become deeply connected to. I find familiarity in Unitarian Universalist communities; 

there are always people to learn from, to be challenged by, and to challenge. There are many 

reasons to love each other. 

We rovers and roamers have learned that you must make home when you settle someplace 

new. The best way to do that is to throw yourself into making connections. The power of 

connection is that it gives us an anchor, a place to come to and come back to. And connections 

take time. They need to be nurtured in order to flourish, they need water and food. Laughter 

and tears. Sharing of stories. Everyone has a story to share—at least one. Make the time to 

hear and listen and share, for that is what makes a place a home. 



Please join with me in singing our closing Hymn #1008 When Our Heart is in a Holy Place 

We extinguish this flame, but not the light of truth, the fire of commitment, or the energy of 

action—these we take into our lives until we meet again. 
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